
Wild and Domestic Animals:

Spread out the animal picture cards, and ask your child if they can find one word to name them all (animals). 
Make sure that they recognise and can name all the animals on the cards.

Ask if they can think of a way to divide the animal pictures into two groups, and give each group a name. 
Hopefully they will divide the animals into wild and domestic groups; if not, discuss their ideas and have your 
child verbalise why, and eventually agree that wild and domestic is one way to group these. Talk about how the 
animals get their food, how close they live to people, and how people make use of them – for example, people 
feed husky dogs, they live with people and are used to pull sleds; they are domestic animals.

Give your child some paper and a pencil, and ask them if they can draw a model to show that in the animal 
family, there are wild and domestic animals. They shouldn’t have any difficulty drawing a Grouping Circles Model 
independently, but support them if necessary in case. They shouldn’t add any symbols or labelling yet.

When they have finished their model, ask them to think about the ‘volume’ represented by the different circles –
using gestures to draw attention to the relative sizes of the big and the small circles ask: Which is more: animals 
or wild animals? Then: Which is more: domestic animals or animals?  Now ask them: Are all animals domestic 
animals? Are all wild animals animals? Are all domestic animals animals? Are all animals wild animals?

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 Animal Picture Cards –
tiger, husky dog, camel, 
polar bear, burro (Mexican 
donkey), penguin, reindeer 
and giraffe

 Two sheets of A4 paper, a 
pencil and a rubber (per 
child)

 Coloured pencils

10–15 minutes

WILD OR DOMESTIC? HOT OR COLD?

To practise using visual models to represent a classification system involving a 
hierarchy of two levels
To reinforce that there are different ways to classify and categorise the same 
group of objects, depending on the criteria
To demonstrate that the same visual model can represent different ways of classifying one content
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Your child can sort animal cards into groups showing wild and domestic animals, and draw a visual model to represent this.
Your child understands that there are more animals than wild animals, and fewer domestic animals than animals.
Your child can sort animal cards into groups showing animals from hot and cold climates, and draw a visual model to represent this.
Your child can say that the two models appear identical.
Your child can use symbols to differentiate what the circles in the models represent.
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Hot and Cold Climates:

Put your child’s model of ‘wild and domestic animals’ to the side for the moment, face down. 

Pick up all the animal picture cards and say: I have a challenge for you. I’m going to divide the cards into two groups again, and I want to see how 
quickly you can tell me the names of the groups, and then whether or not you can finish sorting them for me.

Put down two picture cards depicting animals from a hot climate, one domestic and one wild, and say: These animals are in one group. Then put 
down two picture cards depicting animals from a cold climate, one domestic and one wild, and say: These animals are in the other group.

Encourage your child to identify the groups (animals from hot climates and animals from cold climates), and then complete the classification of the 
cards. If they struggle with this, add another picture to each group, pausing to allow time for thought, but offering no verbal information. Continue 
adding pictures until they can tell you what the two groups are. If necessary, use questions as prompts as soon as you feel the task is beginning to 
frustrate rather than challenge – ask where the different animals live, ask what your child knows about the places and finally ask what they know 
about the weather in those places.

Now ask your child to draw a Grouping Circles Model on another sheet of paper, to show that in the animal family there are animals that live in hot 
climates and animals that live in cold climates. Discuss what each circle in this model represents.

Comparing and Labelling:

Turn over the ‘wild and domestic animals’ model, and lay it down next to their ‘hot and cold climates’ model. Ask your child if they notice anything. 
Hopefully they will say that the two models look exactly the same, i.e. two smaller circles inside one bigger circle – if not, draw attention to this. Point 
out that this is because the Grouping Circles Models show two different ways of classifying/grouping animals into two groups.

Go through each model once more, making sure that your child understands what each circle represents. Then ask them what we could do to help us 
remember what the different circles mean (label the circles with symbols). Ask them to turn their pieces of paper over and to sketch some symbols. 
Finally, they should choose the best symbol for each grouping and draw it inside the relevant circle. They could use coloured pencils too if they want 
to.

WILD OR DOMESTIC? HOT OR COLD? – continued 
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Cut out each picture card separately.
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